Corruption case linked to Delhi excise ‘scam’

CBI arrests BRS MLC Kavitha

The CBI on Thursday arrested former Telangana Minister Kavitha Reddy. A leader of Kavitha’s party claimed in connection with the case linked to the alleged Delhi excise policy scam.

Kavitha, 46, of the former Telangana Chief Minister K. Chandrashekar Rao’s YSRCP, was accused of corruption in a case involving the Excise Policy scam. The CBI had arrested Kavitha inside the prison on January 27 after an interrogation.

The central bureau said an investigation revealed that Kavitha had received kickbacks from several companies in the excise policy scam. The investigation also revealed that Kavitha had received kickbacks from companies like NALSARU, which is currently operating in Telangana.

The investigation also revealed that Kavitha had received kickbacks from companies like NALSARU, which is currently operating in Telangana. The investigation also revealed that Kavitha had received kickbacks from companies like NALSARU, which is currently operating in Telangana.

In 2019, the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) had registered a case against Kavitha and several others in the excise policy scam. The case was registered under Section 17(1) of the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA).

The CBI had received a complaint from a company alleging that Kavitha had received kickbacks in the excise policy scam. The CBI had also received a complaint from a company alleging that Kavitha had received kickbacks in the excise policy scam.

The investigation also revealed that Kavitha had received kickbacks from companies like NALSARU, which is currently operating in Telangana. The investigation also revealed that Kavitha had received kickbacks from companies like NALSARU, which is currently operating in Telangana.
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The CBI had received a complaint from a company alleging that Kavitha had received kickbacks in the excise policy scam. The CBI had also received a complaint from a company alleging that Kavitha had received kickbacks in the excise policy scam.

The investigation also revealed that Kavitha had received kickbacks from companies like NALSARU, which is currently operating in Telangana. The investigation also revealed that Kavitha had received kickbacks from companies like NALSARU, which is currently operating in Telangana.
PM Modi, BJP doing corruption through electronic bonds: Rahul

BJP General Secretary and Home Minister Parshottam Rupala 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has promised that the Congress party will go to jail for the corruption it has been accused of. In an interview to the 'Hindustan Times' last month, the Prime Minister said that the Congress party is a 'criminal gang' and that the BJP is 'clean'.

However, in an interview to 'The Pioneer' today, Rahul Gandhi, the Congress leader, has accused the BJP of doing corruption through electronic bonds.

Gandhi said that the BJP has been using electronic bonds to fund its campaigns, and that this is a form of corruption.

He said, "The BJP is using electronic bonds to fund its campaigns, and this is a form of corruption. The Congress party has been fighting against corruption for a long time, and we will continue to do so."

BJP leader Alleti Pratap Reddy, however, has denied the charges. He said, "The BJP has never used electronic bonds to fund its campaigns. These are allegations by the Congress party to try to divert attention from their own corruption."

Meanwhile, the Lok Sabha elections are due to be held in April and May, and both the Congress and the BJP are expected to be fierce competitors. The outcome of these elections will determine the future of both parties.

---

BIP Confident of winning 10 plus LS seats in Telangana

All Alleging that the Congress party is more educated and intelligent, Telangana’s Congress President G. Kishan Reddy has said that his party will win 10 plus Lok Sabha seats in the upcoming elections. While addressing a gathering in a group meeting, he said, "Our party is confident of winning 10 plus Lok Sabha seats in the upcoming elections."

Kishan added, "Our party is more educated and intelligent, and we will win 10 plus Lok Sabha seats in the elections."

However, the BJP has also been bullish about their chances in the elections, with their leader Parshottam Rupala saying that his party will win 11 seats. He said, "Our party is confident of winning 11 seats in the upcoming elections."

---

Curfews & Riots if Congress comes to power, warns Kishan

The Congress President G. Kishan Reddy has warned of curfews and riots if his party comes to power. Speaking at a rally in a group meeting, he said, "If the Congress comes to power, we will impose curfews and riots in the state."

Kishan further said, "We have already prepared for this, and we will not hesitate to impose curfews and riots if the Congress comes to power."

However, the BJP has dismissed these threats as "misinformation". They have said that there is no need to worry about curfews and riots, and that their party will ensure peace and stability.

---

BJP to release its Lok Sabha candidates list on April 18

The BJP has announced that it will release its list of Lok Sabha candidates on April 18. The party has said that this is to ensure transparency and fairness in the selection process.

BJP leader Parshottam Rupala said, "We have selected our candidates in a fair and transparent manner, and we will release our list on April 18."

Meanwhile, the Congress has also announced that it will release its candidate list on April 18. Congress President G. Kishan Reddy said, "We have selected our candidates after extensive consultations, and we will release our list on April 18."

---

BJP leader Parthasarathi Reddy

BJP leader Parthasarathi Reddy has said that the BJP will win the upcoming elections. Speaking at a rally in a group meeting, he said, "We are confident of winning the elections, and we will form the next government."

Reddy added, "Our party has a clear program and a strong message, and we will win the elections."

However, the Congress has dismissed these claims as "false propaganda". They have said that their party has a clear program and a strong message, and they will win the elections.

---

Have a poll day worth every vote

Speaking at a rally in a group meeting, Congress President G. Kishan Reddy said, "We have a poll day worth every vote. Our party has a clear program and a strong message, and we will win the elections."

Kishan added, "We have a clear program and a strong message, and we will win the elections."

However, the BJP has dismissed these claims as "false propaganda". They have said that their party has a clear program and a strong message, and they will win the elections.
**PRIVATE SCHOOLS VIOLATE RULES**

**Conduct exams before scheduled date in State**

In a remarkable display of commendable harmony and collaboration, as discernible upon perusal of the presented textual content, it is evident that the Department of Education in the State of Telangana has been instrumental in ensuring that private schools do not exceed the prescribed dates for conducting examinations. The guidelines mandated by the State authorities underscore the importance of adhering to the set schedule to maintain academic integrity and fairness. This proactive measure by the education department is a testament to their commitment towards upholding the educational standards and ensuring that the academic calendar remains unaltered.

**CM Revanth adds Eidcote at Shabbir Ali’s residence**

Revatham Reddy, who has been the Chief Minister of Telangana, has added Eidcote to Shabbir Ali’s residence. This move is seen as a way of ensuring that the citizenry is well taken care of during religious festivals. It also highlights the government’s commitment to creating a more inclusive society that respects diverse traditions and practices. In a state where the Muslim population constitutes a significant portion, such gestures help in fostering a sense of belonging and inclusivity.

**Jyoti Rao Phule’s statue sought in Assembly hall**

The proposal to install a statue of Jyoti Rao Phule in the Assembly hall is a step towards recognizing the contributions of social reformers and educators. Jyoti Rao Phule, who was a prominent figure in the Indian independence movement and a supporter of women’s education, would be an appropriate symbol of values promoting gender equality and social justice. It is a fitting tribute to a personality who dedicated his life to improving the living conditions of the underprivileged and advocating for women’s rights.

**Citizens complain of five-day water tanker supply**

The persistent complaints from residents regarding the five-day water tanker supply in Hyderabad highlight the challenges faced by urban populations in accessing basic amenities. This issue underscores the need for effective water management and strategic planning to ensure sustainable and equitable water distribution. The government’s role becomes crucial in addressing such concerns and ensuring that the urban population receives adequate water supplies to meet their daily needs.

**Mongolian team seeks help for Metro Rail development**

The request from the Mongolian team for technical assistance and expertise on Metro Rail development signifies the appreciation for collaboration and knowledge sharing in the field of urban transportation. This initiative aligns with the global trend of technological innovation and the importance of sustainable urban planning. The support given by telecommunication companies like Huawei and Ericsson would be instrumental in enhancing the service delivery and ensuring the success of the Metro Rail project in Mongolia.

**4 drug peddlers nabbed, 26 g heroin seized**

The recent arrest of four drug peddlers and the seizure of 26 grams of heroin underscores the ongoing battle against drug trafficking and the need for stringent measures to combat illegal activities. The cooperation between law enforcement agencies is critical in curbing the circulation of illicit substances and protecting the community from the harmful effects of drug abuse.

**Bengal gram in five districts**

The village-level Operation Bengal Gram initiative is a commendable effort by the government to improve rural infrastructure and provide essential services to remote areas. This initiative is expected to enhance the quality of life for residents by enhancing connectivity, access to healthcare, and education, thereby promoting socio-economic development.

**SAAGU BAAGU FOUNDATION, VAAGU BAAGU FOUNDATION**

The report published by the Education Department highlights the efforts being made to improve the academic performance of students in the state. It is important to note the role played by the Saagu Baagu Foundation and Vaagu Baagu Foundation in supporting education and its impact on the students in the Telangana state. These organizations play a vital role in providing financial assistance and other forms of support to students from economically weaker sections of the society, thereby enabling them to pursue their education.

**MANGALORE UNIVERSITY**

The Mangalore University has been recognized for its contributions to education and research. The university’s efforts in improving the academic infrastructure and enhancing the quality of education are commendable. It is a significant step towards ensuring that students receive a comprehensive education that prepares them for the challenges of the future.

**SAAGU BAAGU FOUNDATION, VAAGU BAAGU FOUNDATION**

The recent visit to the Metro Rail Bhavan on the occasion of the extensive Metro rail development in the city is a testament to the growing urbanization and the need for efficient public transport systems. The presence of eminent personalities like Bolla Shiva Shankar Reddy added to the significance of the event, highlighting the importance of collaboration and innovation in shaping the future of the city's infrastructure.
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Empowerment of Dalits continues to be a mirage!

KTR urges Congress govt to fulfil election promises

KTR recently said, “Following the election, a Belgaum candidate had not gone to the BRS for his party to waive farm loans up to Rs 2 lakh. As a result, the people of Belgaum took the unprecedented step of ensuring 24x7 power supply without the help of a government officer.”

KTR urged the Congress government to ensure that all election promises are fulfilled.

Says pensioners’ plight will worsen if TDP is voted to power

While touring Lakkala Mandapam Constituency, SRK KTR said, “If the TDP is voted to power, the pensioners’ plight will worsen. But if the Congress is voted to power, these problems will be solved.”

KTR also said, “The Congress government has stopped providing pension to the deserving. The pensioners are not getting their pension. If the Congress government is voted to power, the pensioners will get their pension.”

ACB court sentences engineer to jail term

ACB court sentenced engineer Ramesh Reddy to four years in jail for accepting a bribe of Rs.30,000.

The court sentenced the former engineer of the Andhra Pradesh Government’s Public Works Department to four years in jail for accepting a bribe of Rs.30,000.
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30 labourers injured in bee attack in Telangana

About 30 labourers working in the same farm were injured in a bee attack in Telangana.

The labourers had been working in the same field for the past few days. Suddenly, a swarm of bees attacked them and injured them severely.
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ACB court sentenced engineer Ramesh Reddy to four years in jail for accepting a bribe of Rs.30,000.

The court sentenced the former engineer of the Andhra Pradesh Government’s Public Works Department to four years in jail for accepting a bribe of Rs.30,000.
Centre, states need to join hands

No bar on political parties from contesting municipal polls

ACQUISITION OF SYMBOLS NOT ARBITRARY: HC

PST | POST BELLUM

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh on Thursday suggested the BJP does not discriminate between Hindus and Muslims "at all and that the respect of women and properties is the foundation of the values that the party upholds and fights for, and we have to go ahead and take care of this in the elections we are having today," he said. He also hinted that if the party changes its attitude, it will have to face the consequences. "On these lines we have to face the people, and we will have to face God," he said.

"If the party receives trouble because of its attitude, it will have to face it by itself," he said.

The former BJP president maintained that "the BJP's attitude of working for the poor, forward castes and backward castes is not a tool to make people assess the government's work only.

But the party, he added, is not going to change its attitude because of the election and would continue to support the poor, forward castes and backward castes.

"The party is not going to change its attitude because of the election. The party is not going to change its attitude because of the election and would continue to support the poor, forward castes and backward castes," he said.

The HC, on the other hand, said the party's attitude was not a matter of concern to the court.

"We are not going to change our attitude because of the election and would continue to support the poor, forward castes and backward castes," he said.

The HC, on the other hand, said the party's attitude was not a matter of concern to the court.
The National Education Policy 2020 acknowledges philosophy’s dable force in Tamil Nadu and Kerala. But that is easier said than done. The BJP, with aesthetics (the study of beau-
moral principles), logic (the
subfields such as metaphysics
vast, encompassing various
doctrines), knowledge (the
study of knowledge and
error), logic (the study of
validity of arguments), and
mathematics, needs to be
very clear and explain to the
students the nature and
principles of the
philosophical
framework. The orientation of
language is a propelling
force in the language,
and the teacher needs to
be aware of the
underlying philosophical
framework of the
learning process.
Understanding what is the
core of the successful
integration of
skills, behaviours and
information that comes
out of a learning subject will
make teaching far more
effective. It will also give
the students a new
perspective. It would be
useful to remind students
that all learning affects all
together of the whole
living. (The writer is a
well-known
international repute. The
undergraduates and
younger students who
can be considered its
main subject in a
philosophical
framework.)

knowledge, behaviour and spirituality are pillars of personal development. Yet, crucial aspects of learning often lack sustained attention in educational systems.

SOUTHERN COMFORT
The BJP must win seats in south India to reach the desired strength in the Lok Sabha.

The BJP must win seats in south India to reach the desired strength in the Lok Sabha. This is crucial for collaboration and navigating the ever-changing political landscape. For instance, a political expert might muse about the philosophical underpinnings of contemporary political ideologies. However, over the years, one expert might make a compelling case for the role of philosophy in higher education. The BJP must be consistent in its philosophical approach to education, ensuring that the students are well-prepared to face the challenges of life and the profession. The BJP must be able to navigate the complexities of the political landscape and adapt to the ever-changing 政治 environment. However, as said earlier, there are always
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When the Indian national football team made its triumphant return to the top of the podium after 2 years, its victory was seen as a bright spot in the world of football. The team, led by coach Igor Stimac, had a roadmap and a clear strategy to reach the ultimate goal.

The team was not just about the players on the field, but also about the hard work behind the scenes. The head coach, Igor Stimac, was a driving force, with his emphasis on teamwork and discipline. The team's success was a result of the collaborative efforts of everyone involved.

The Indian team's victory brought hope and joy to millions of football fans across the country. It was a moment of pride and a source of inspiration for future generations of football players.

The victory was also significant in terms of its impact on the Indian football community. It showed that with dedication and hard work, it is possible to achieve great things. The team's success inspired many aspiring footballers to pursue their dreams and strive for excellence.

In conclusion, the Indian national football team's victory was a testament to the power of collective effort and determination. It showed that with the right strategy, dedication, and support, it is possible to achieve great things. The team's success will be remembered and celebrated for generations to come.
**‘Focus on infra development to boost investment cycle’**

Swiggy’s ‘Paw-terny’ policy to support pet staff on care

Swiggy’s ‘Paw-terny’ policy to support pet staff on care

Swiggy, the online food and grocery delivery platform, has launched ‘Paw-terny’, a policy to provide financial assistance to pet staff who either leave their pets at home or bring them to work. The policy comes into effect from April 11, and is a part of Swiggy’s ongoing efforts to create a pet-friendly work environment.

**L&FS to monetise its stake in Dink Doyer**

L&FS has decided to sell its entire stake in Dink Doyer, a joint venture (JV) with Ford Motor Company, to Ford for Rs 871.5 crore. L&FS invested Rs 300 crore in the JV during its formation in 2012. L&FS’s stake in the JV includes 12.5% share in parent company Ford Motor Company.

**Mutual Funds SIP investments rise to Rs 2L in FY24**

Mutual Funds SIP investments have risen to Rs 2 lakh crore in financial year 2023-24 from Rs 1.2 lakh crore in 2022-23. This is the highest ever for any fiscal year.

**Cola, beverage, ice cream makers readying for surge in sales**

With temperatures soaring, cola, beverage and ice cream makers are preparing for a surge in sales, anticipation of higher demand and pricing in the run-up to the summer season. Manufacturers are ramping up production and stockpile ahead of expected increase in demand.

**Energy prices remain firm on the back of uncertain housing demand and the government’s threat to impose restrictions on exports. The government’s threat to impose restrictions on exports might lead to lower growth in the economy.**

The government has announced an 11 per cent growth in capital expenditure (capex) for the current fiscal year, an increase from a plan in May 2023. The government linked the increase in capex to lower growth in the investment cycle, which augurs well for boosting pro-

**Digi Yatra likely to be rolled out at 14 more airports in April**

The government is likely to roll out Digi Yatra at 14 more airports in April. The rollout is part of the government’s bifurcation of airport operations into core and non-core segments, with the non-core segment to be privatised.

**NCDRC to hear consumer cases on hybrid mode from April 15 on its basis**

The National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission (NCDRC) has decided to hear consumer cases on hybrid mode from April 15 on its basis. The decision comes after the commission received a petition from a consumer seeking redressal of complaints.

**Stellantis plans to make India very important market**

Stellantis, the automotive major, is looking to make India an important market. The company is planning to revamp its operations in the country, with a focus on local content and innovation.

**Mutual Funds SIP contributions can be carried forward for five years**

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) has notified a scheme that allows mutual fund investors to carry forward their contributions for an additional five years. The scheme is aimed at increasing participation in mutual funds.

**L&FS to monetise its stake in Dink Doyer**

L&FS has decided to sell its entire stake in Dink Doyer, a joint venture (JV) with Ford Motor Company, to Ford for Rs 871.5 crore. L&FS invested Rs 300 crore in the JV during its formation in 2012. L&FS’s stake in the JV includes 12.5% share in parent company Ford Motor Company.

**Mutual Funds SIP investments rise to Rs 2L in FY24**

Mutual Funds SIP investments have risen to Rs 2 lakh crore in financial year 2023-24 from Rs 1.2 lakh crore in 2022-23. This is the highest ever for any fiscal year.

**Cola, beverage, ice cream makers readying for surge in sales**

With temperatures soaring, cola, beverage and ice cream makers are preparing for a surge in sales, anticipation of higher demand and pricing in the run-up to the summer season. Manufacturers are ramping up production and stockpile ahead of expected increase in demand.
From Southeast Asia to the Peaks: An Odyssey

Shrenu Mathula

After embarking on an adventurous journey through Southeast Asia, trekking the majestic slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro. This week for our TraveLoge segment, he discusses his experience to the domoic volcano with his wife, and more.

SOUTHERN KHMER
Shrenu Mathula, after accomplishing an adventurous journey through Southeast Asia, is still feeling the unique atmosphere in the capital of Phnom Penh in Cambodia. In a few words, he describes this trip as a lifelong grounding experience. Surrounded by the bustling city and the majestic temples, the experience was nothing short of exhilarating.

Standing atop the majestic Osusm Mount, the highest he had ever been, he reflected on his journey through Southeast Asia. From exploring the rich cultures to tasting the delicious street food, every moment was filled with new experiences.

The Big Small Talk

TO INTRODUCE A GROUNDBREAKING PODCAST:
ANUJ SAWHNEY HAS JOINED FORCES WITH HIS CHILDHOOD BEST FRIEND MANAV SUBODH

STARTING THIS PODCAST, WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT FROM THE REST, AND MORE.
The Big Small Talk apart from other podcasts, the atmosphere is one of our top priorities. We aim to create a podcast that is both personal anecdotes, allowing us to have meaningful, relatable, and as real as it can be. The Big Small Talk apart from other podcasts, the atmosphere is one of our top priorities. We aim to create a podcast that is both personal anecdotes, allowing us to have meaningful, relatable, and as real as it can be.

The Big Small Talk

“Capturing one of the seven summits was truly memorable and a life-changing experience. I also gave you a lifetime

HYDRAULIC

WAVE GOODBYE TO ‘SMALL TALKS’
ANUJ SAWHNEY HAS JOINED FORCES WITH HIS CHILDHOOD BEST FRIEND MANAV SUBODH TO INTRODUCE A GROUNDBREAKING PODCAST: THE BIG SMALL TALK. THE FAMOUS WOOD ACTOR ANUJ GETS CANDID WITH THE PIONEER AS HE SHARES HIS INSPIRATION BEHIND STARTING THIS PODCAST, WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT FROM THE REST, AND MORE.

Steps to follow for a summer care of our furry friends

A s the temperature rises and the sun shines brighter, planning a strategy to ensure that your pet stays safe, cool, and comfortable becomes essential. But, essential, but brushing the coat is necessary, but be careful about the timing of walks. Leisure walks should be the aim, not extreme exercise.

Hair care

For furry pets, consider giving them a trim every few weeks. It’s not always essential, but cutting their fur can help keep them comfortable and cool. Additionally, it’s best to bath them every few weeks, especially in small breeds who tend to get dirty faster. Bathing helps prevent the build-up of dirt and grime, which can cause dirt and grime to get stuck, brushing the coat is essential.

Avoid leaving your dog in the car

Leaving your dog in the car, even with a correctly placed window, can be a death trap for pets. Just like us, pets need to stay cool, and comfortable during the summer months.

Breed specifications

Pugs, Basset Hounds, and Persians, among other breeds, are especially prone to heat-related problems like heat stroke.

The author, Dr. Anj Aparn, is a veterinary surgeon at Vet Care.

Follow us on facebook.com/dailypioneer

April 12, 2024
Get ready to indulge in the tantalising world of regional cuisine as Sony LIV proudly presents MasterChef Tamil and Telugu! Building on the incredible success of MasterChef India, these regional adaptations promise to take viewers on a culinary journey like never before. With the expertise of Chef Koushik Shankar, Chef Shreya Adka, and Chef Rakesh Raghunathan in the Tamil edition and Chef Sanjay Thumma, Chef Nikitha Umesh, and Chef Chalapathi Rao in the Telugu edition, be ready to dive into the cultural heritage.

**CURTAIN RAISER**

Mansaf meets Biryani: Experience the delightful fusion of flavours and cultures with Mansaf meets Biryani at HYBA, Novotel Hyderabad Convention Centre. Let your taste buds dance as Jordanian Mansaf interconnects with the aromatic delight of Hyderabadi Biryani, creating a unique gastronomic experience that celebrates global cuisine. Indulge in this culinary symphony, where the richness of two distinct culinary traditions come together in perfect harmony. Don’t miss out on this extraordinary culinary adventure that promises to tantalize your senses and leave you craving more!

**Where:** HYBA Novotel Hyderabad Convention Centre, Hyderabad, Telangana.

**When:** 11th to 30th April 2024 Lunches & Dinner

**PARTY**

**Tollywood actress Sowmya Janu threw Eid celebrations at her residence. She organised a lunch to celebrate the festival of Ramzan! This celebration was attended by silver screen and television actors, as well as many from the political, business, and medical fields.**

**National Safe Motherhood Day observed at Fernandez Foundation**

Fernandez Foundation yesterday observed National Safe Motherhood Day. Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Evita Fernandez, the Chairperson and Managing Director of the Fernandez Foundation, said, “Every birthing mother deserves to be treated with dignity and respect, irrespective of who she is or where she comes from. Pregnancy, labour and childbirth must be joyful and safe for all women. This National Safe Motherhood Day, we must foster positive childbirth experiences for every pregnant woman through a woman-centric, collaborative and transparent maternity healthcare system. The city we can do this by creating a birthing environment where all birthing mothers are heard and where their knowledge and experiences are valued. The world becomes a better place when our mothers’ birth is safe and with dignity.”

**On the occasion of Eid-Ul-Fitr on Thursday, thousands of Muslims in Hyderabad performed Namaz at the Mecca Masjid, the Eidgah, and Mir Alam.**

**ARCHIE**

**CALVIN AND HOBBIES**

**GARFIELD**

**GINGER MEGGS**
Ram Charan with a Doctorate

Hyderabad | Friday  April 12, 2024

tollywood

to contest the 2026 Tamil Tamizhaga Vetri Kazhagam entry after the release of entrepreneur. The event will be organised Ram Charan for his contribution to the University decided to confer a doctorate to the title of 'Global Star.' This year the position as a true game-changer, earning him current status as a global icon, Ram Charan's director Shankar, highlighting his significant company of previous recipients like Finance

The Greatest of All Time

Vels University to honour Global Star Ram Charan with a Doctorate

G

ual Star of film Ram Charan continues to add credits to his directorial career, with this announcement coming after his recent move from the renowned Vels University in Chennai. This recognition comes in an environment where the academic world is focused on the research and development of students and the institution itself. Ram Charan has been known for his versatile performances and extensive dedication. His presence at the University signifies his positive role as a true game-changer, earning him the title of Global Star. This year the University decided to honour Ram Charan for his contributions to the entertainment industry, with the event set to welcome many of his fans to the campus. The ceremony, expected to be attended by Vels University President, along with Ram Charan, is expected to bring together students, alumni, faculty, and staff in a celebration of his achievements.

Kartik Keyra signs a content-rich entertainer

Karthick Naren, the director behind the upcoming Telugu film "12.06 PM," revealed the looks of the highly-anticipated film on October 12. Speaking about the look, the director shared, "I was actually practicing that song for the audio release. I couldn’t wait to see the actor's look from this Hindi film of his directed by Ayan Mukerji. His cinema is a spy universe film that pits superstar Hrithik Roshan against Jr NTR in a bloody showdown of epic proportions and it also stars Kiara Advani. The film will release in theatres on August 14, 2025. We hear from sources that this is going to be a straight 10-day schedule in which the actor will first begin shooting some intense action scenes with Hrithik."

Dulquer Salmaan’s Lucky Baskhar offers mass treats

Dulquer Salmaan has been promoting his film "Lucky Baskhar," directed by Sreenu Vaitla, and the film's trailer has been generating excitement among fans. The actor has been sharing glimpses into his character's preparation for the role, and the trailer promises an intense and thrilling film. Dulquer Salmaan is known for his versatile performances in different genres, and his role in "Lucky Baskhar" is expected to showcase his range. The actor has been sharing updates on his character's and the film's progress, promising a thrilling cinematic experience.
Rashid commitment makes him favourite in T20 leagues: Gavaskar

Delhi eyes on redeveloping; LSG aims to extend their hot streak

Golden arm Neeraj Chopra eyes on 90M before Olympics

Mujtaba and Puneet take five-for but RCB fight back to post 196/8 in IPL

Olympic gold medalist, Neeraj Chopra few weeks before the Tokyo Olympics, is back in action. His preparations are going well, and he is looking forward to showcasing his skills in the upcoming competitions. He has already established himself as one of the top athletes in his sport, and the world is eagerly waiting to see him at his best.

The 23-year-old Indian javelin thrower has made a name for himself in international competitions, and his achievements have been significant. In the recent past, he has won several medals and set records, which have earned him a lot of respect and admiration. His dedication and hard work have been key factors in his success, and he continues to inspire many athletes around the world.

Neeraj Chopra is expected to excel in the upcoming Olympic Games, where he has the chance to take his career to the next level. With his experience and skills, he is a strong contender for a medal, and he will be looking to make a mark on the global stage.

The upcoming Olympics are a crucial event for Neeraj Chopra, and he will be looking to capitalize on his momentum and take his performance to the next level. He is well-prepared and confident, and he is ready to make a statement in Tokyo.

The Indian Olympic Association has shown great support and backing for Neeraj, and he has been given all the necessary resources and facilities to perform at his best. With the support of his team and the Indian fans, he is sure to deliver a strong performance at the Games.

In conclusion, Neeraj Chopra is a talented and promising athlete who has the potential to achieve greatness. With his dedication and hard work, he is sure to make a mark in the Olympic Games and beyond. He is a shining example of what can be achieved through perseverance and determination.

Mujtaba and Puneet take five-for but RCB fight back to post 196/8 in IPL

In a thrilling match that went down to the wire, the Mumbai Indians took on the Royal Challengers Bangalore in the 43rd game of the Indian Premier League 2022. The match was filled with exciting golf, bowling, and fielding, and the tension was palpable throughout.

Mujtaba进而 (23) and Puneet Singh (20) were instrumental in the Royal Challengers' bowling attack, taking five wickets between them. Mujtaba, in particular, was sensational, taking three wickets in the first over and bowling four overs of death, during which he conceded only four runs.

However, the Mumbai Indians fight back to post 196/8 in their 40 overs. The star performers were Suryakumar Yadav (39) and star Warner (38). Warner was unlucky to be dismissed on 39, as he was stumped by Rishabh Pant, who took a fine diving catch.

The Mumbai Indians were not without their share of challenges, as they were struggling for runs and wickets in the middle overs. However, they managed to hold their nerve and pull off an impressive performance. The likes of Suryakumar Yadav, Kieron Pollard, and others added valuable runs, ensuring that the team stayed in the game.

In the end, the Mumbai Indians won the match by 1 run, with 18.1 overs remaining on the scoreboard. It was a strong performance by the team, and they showed their mettle in a高压 match. The Royal Challengers' bowlers put in a brave effort, but it was not enough to take the full 20 overs.

The Mumbai Indians can now look forward to another exciting game against the Delhi Capitals in the next round. With this win, they have secured a spot in the top four, which means they have a good chance of qualifying for the playoffs. The Royal Challengers, on the other hand, will have to pick themselves up and focus on their next game, as they have now dropped to the sixteenth spot in the points table.

Overall, it was a thrilling game that kept the fans on the edge of their seats. Both teams displayed their skills, and the audience was treated to a fantastic display of cricket. The Mumbai Indians will be hoping to carry their momentum forward, while the Royal Challengers will have to regroup and come up with a better strategy for their next game.